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Department of energy
Germantown, MD 2087.1290

. Auaust 3J. 1995. ,•• ._ •• •••-...a. .. ._

"

.. 111, .HoDorable John r. Conway
ChIirmID .
DIt..... Nuclear P.lidea Safety Boird
WIDdi.... Av_ue, N.W.
lui.. 700
"'....... D.C. 20004

Dear Mr. ChIinua:
. . .

11aia il in fOIpOIIIe tID yOW' I..... dakd JUlie 1S. I"'. wlll~ provi~~ID"
- ~~.Sm.IOZJ.Hftoom die Def... Nuclear FlCiliti. S&f'IIy'Boud'. mff ,
- outlide IXpIllL 11Ii. IIIDcIIrcI hu bam UDder development for a couidorabl.",
period ot dme ad included revilWl bY your 111ft. BIlClolW'e 1 proVida _
NIpOD~' co cho commeats. which bave reauJ&ed In add1r1cmaJ reVilioDi to Ibe '.. , .. .
1tID'dard, DOW lChaduJed~ b. laued in September 199'. A copy orlb. revised

•IlaDdard dIat lespODdJ to- your 'r"ent comments i. included u EndosUre Z. We
will monitor th. ovoJvina NRC activities in the samo aie. aDd will' consider future
reftnCtmcntl that may ~m. out of tho c:ommelciaJ Duclear industry. .

"

W. appreciuo the work diet the staff aDd their Duuide experts have doDe in \'
nmeMn. thi••cucIarcL Their commeng have conuibuleC! 10 improvini the tmal
lIocument. Pleu. ccmtae:t llicmrd Swk (301) 903-4407 with questiODI or
..mlllt&.

SincerelY.

---_.

2 Enclosures

cc:
Dr..G. CUDDinlham. DNFSB .

~{~(M-.'
. Orin F. Pancm "

Deputy AIIiJ~ Secretary
Nuclear 1Dd. Facility sar~

, .



DOE-STD-1023-95 NATURAL PHENOMENA HAZARDS ASSESSMENT CRITERiA
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board

Consolidated Review Comments by Staff and Outside Experts

SUGGESTED COMMENTS

,

COMMENT

(DOE-STD-1023-82)

General

1. The intent of the Standard would be better 88IVed if i~ P~n1ary focus .
of the document shifts to defining acceptance criteri8 for the
methodologies that are being used to estimate NPH load levels
throughout the DOE complex. As It Is presently structured, the .
Standard att8lJl)ts to cover several fronts simultaneously: The
contents are a mixture of performance specifications (rrinlma~,

prescriptive step-by-step procedures (for major deliverables), and
commentary (sprinkled throughout the document). These are at odds
with both the title and the fOrward of the Standard. Once the
acCeptance criteria are segregated from the rest of the document,
.separate step-by~step recommended procedures/methods for
producing the end products and an appropriate commentary could be
prepared and Included as Appendices If deemed necessarY or even
desirable. .

2. Conflicts and overlaps with 1020, which could contrbJte to difficulties .
during apprlC8tions of both standards, should be carefuly edited. For
example, Section 5.2.1.3 of 1023 specifies that -a probabilistic wind .
hazard shaD be conducted at aleYei appropriate for the performance
categories of the SSCs at a slte-. ThIs 8fJP88I8 to be In cxdlid with
Section 0.1 of 1020, which does not require the use of a probabilistic
wind hazard assessment, but reHes on the methodology presented In
ASCE 7. A cIear8r focus for this Standard would minirrize the level of
conflicts and overtape with 1020 requirements.

-1-

RESPONSE

1. Document has been reformatted to move guidance arld
commentary to Appendix A.

2. Agree, conflicts and overlaps In OOE-STO-1020 win be edited
In its next version. Re: Section 0.1, FIrSt, this Is an Appendix
and is, thus, not fonnally. a requirement. Second, ASCE 7, as
referenced, Is used to define a unlonn approach to designs,
I.e., given a prelCf'i)ed wind speed, • shows how to determine
wind pressures, neI forces, etc. Seledlon of the wind loads
for PC-3 &.. Is done as descnbed In 1023 as they require
lower probabilities. The wind load selection methodology In
ASCE 71s appicabIe to PC-1 &PC-2 and Is based on a .
probabtlistic hazard assessment evaluated at 10% probebiIiy
In 50 years, roughly once every 500 years.

•. ~,1996
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It is true that there is some overlap between 1020 and 1023.
However, it is undersireable to delay pOOlication of 1023 in
order to make the proposed editorial changes to the already

eUed 1020. The proposed changes wiD be considered
ring the next revision of 1020 which wiII@e more directly

ed by the proposed changes than 1023.

4. This sgetion was not meant to be prescriptive to independent
reviewers but 8 -sanity check" by the analyst oonducting the

, PSHA. To clarify, the title of Section 5.1.5 (now 3.1.5) has
been changed to ~istorical Earthquake Ground Motion
Check". The independent peer review process applicable to
the PSHA is discussed In Sections 3.1.2.38 ..wei as
elsewhere in the document.

3. Obviously 1020 and 1023 are coq>anion documents and a better . 3.
delineation of contents is necessary. Two altematives are suggested:

1. Aft material on load levels may be edited out from 1020 and
incorporated ilto this Standard as appropriate and 1020 dedicated'to
only~ analysis methodologies fOr NPH loads. Decoupling of
load specification and response analysis is d8slrable during times of
evolutionary developments In both. The temptation for easy
corJ1*IS8tory requirements might thus be elimiMted.

2. The load level acceptance criteria in this Standard could be slbumed
into 1020 and the present document modified to become a stand- '
alone Comrnerary on 1020 and a T~oriaI on recommended
procedures.' .

... Although several paragraphs are devoted to the independent review of
the speciflCStion and assessment of NPH loads, presaiptive requirements
are made relative to what is acceptable and what is not acceptable (section
5.1.,5). By definition, Independent reviewers should be left alone to
detemine I a given result is acceptable or not. The requirements for an
independent review would be lmited only to the composition of the
review panel, the required credentials of the paneIisIs and • general
acope or level of,the review.'

. Technical

5. Seismic: Thia SecIJon reI...t_, In gM8I'aI t8l111l. the "epa of how to .5.
gemprate

e) Probabilistic hazard curves for both ZPA and spectral8Jl13l"dication, for (s)
two rather arbitrarily selected frequency bands (which, incidentally, .
miss the vf!KY inportant frequency band of 2.5-5 Hz for reinforced
lVil."'IN'Me sheer walllruclWes): and

The shapes of the Spectra are the in1Jortant quantities, they
can be scaled 8t any frequency. As In DG 1032, it Is more
appropriate to scale at a frequency range of interest than the
ZPA. AI of the methods identified produce bro&d~aectra

·2· 1.
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7. It Is DOE's posilion that the proposed criteria in STD-1023 are
colT1'rehensive and that deteministic estimates of ground
motion following the procedures of 1OCFA100, Appendix A
and Standard Review Plan 2.5.2 are not necessary. Ground
motions are based on Uniform Hazard Spectra then checked

, with spectral shapes from deaggregated controlling
earthquakes and. as a "sanity check", COfllMUed with historical
earthquakes. The shape from the controlling earthquake is .
based on site-specKle concfllions based on data obtained as
specified in 8TO-1022. Arrt difference from deterministically
generated ground motions ·resuIt from ignoring reltm periods

b) How to deaggregate the results of the probabilistic seismic hazard . that do not@reciuency..
assessment (PSHA) to obtain controlling magnitude and distance sets
for the preselected frequency bands. This deaggregation is .(b) The Calculation of a site-specific spectral shape using a
enoneously characterized as the deterrnblistic approach (section ' ' specified, controlling magnitude and distance is a deterministic
5.1.3.1). ' process, but not ,he detenninistic approach-; The title has

been changed and the deaggregationguidanca moved to
Appendix A.

8. New Draft Regulatory Guide 00-1032 (fonnerfy OG-1015)
.does not contain a detennlnistic approach as an independent
methodology. Standard 1023nas been edited to help avokJ
mixing of mean and median. Mean hazard detennination Is
used throughout. Spectral shape is specified as median. A
madan Ib.B&2§. scaled toa mean anchor point results in
approximately mean values throughout the frequency range.
The shapes al'8 cofT1J8red to a mean UHS. The use of 84th
percentile In the historical check is based on jUdgment - 10 be
consistent with NPP reactors.

8. Any delerri1lni~1c (SIC probabilisitic) approach should ent>foy an
independent methodology, as for eXample descrhed in the Draft
Regutatory Guide OG-1015. Moreover, the use and mixing of median, .
mean 84th percentile ZPAs, analytic and empirical spectral shapes, needs

. to be clarified and a rational basis for the uSe of one or the other provided.
The selection of means, medians aOd other fractiles should be based on
sound technical ~lM118t1ts. Having a rational basis becomes particularly •
lmpot1ant when the concept of a unified approach Is being promoted for
seismic, wind and flOod. Obviously, the selection of any exceedance
fractile cannot be made without considering the inherent safety factors
8fI1'Ioyed In the design process and the ulinate target reIiabity of,a
given sse. , .,

7. It Is expected that significant differences would exist between
probabDislicaIy and deleminislicaly generated groood motionS,
partlcularfy, when cIose-ln faults or seIsmogenic regions arB knowri to
generate charaderistic earthqUakes. These differences should be
explainable, slnee both the deleminlstic and probabilistic ground motions
stem from the ...basic ale geology and seismology. Having explained
aoo reconciled the different results, the design basis ground motion
could then be specified based on the specific geologic and geotechnical
facts at each site. Grotnf motions based on the so-called controIng
magnitude and distance sets may. not even be COfI1MIIIJIe .. loCal ale
characteristics, except maybe In 811 average~.

·3 " 20,1996
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and uncertainty In the deterministic method.
'.

Guidance for accounUng for uncertainty In ground motion
characterization Is given In the SSHAC report. ".

Agreed, the ground failure modes check should be In 1020.
They have been removed from 1023. Specific reference to

. long period motions Is made In 1023. Duration Is generally
associated with magnitude and guidance is being published.
The purpose of 1023 Is to define the DBE which Is defined as
a response spectrum. Generation of time histories with
adequate power, etc., Is covered In ASCE .. which Is
referenced In 1020.

8. Except for fault offset estimation (as a posstbIe deSIgn basis), earthquake 8.
Induced ground failure modes, such as liquefaction, slope stablrlty,lateral
8pl'88ding and subsidence, are related to the response of soils subjected

. to ground shaking and tt". must be cOvered outside of this Standard, In a
.nIU1Il8r similar to for exarY1H, the tre&trnent of structures In 1020.
However, the characterization of ground motion with adequate energy In
the frequency range of engineering Interest and'or duration of strong
shaking Is an hllportant Issue that needs to be directly addressed In the
80Ceplance criteria. For example,liquefadlon: slope stability and tank
hydrodynamic analy_ require that long period and long duration enects
be adequately modeled Into the design ground motIonS. Similarly, high
frequency large Impulses (that are thought to have caused the many
cracks In the welded beaJn.coIumn connections of steel high-rise
buildings during the Norttvidge earthquake) should also be adequately
conikIered In the epecIicatlons of the design ground motions.

9. A choice, from among three methods, Is provided to generate site sp8c1flc 9.
spectra without any requirements as to how to select the One that Is most
appropriate. Differences In these spectra would suggest that some
sensitivity checb be made dlAing the selection process.

10. A slniIar concern al above relates to the choice of control points where 10.' Control poIntl" given In 1023.
design ground motions.. specified '.

11. Crt.terta to decide When a site Is near a tectonic boundary Is rrisslng. And 11. Information has been added In Appendbc A:
the'basil for the different~ (1.5 and 1.25) requires justification.

12. The level of slrf1JllicatJon of the PSHA that would be ecceptabIe for PC-3 12. Reference Is made to the SSHAC report.
Is not provided. . .

-4- ~ 915
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13.. The "new" LLNL curves have been determined to be
adequate by NRC In D. G. 1032..

Appeildix 0 of 1020 explains the use dANS 2.3. A mlnlnun
tornado was considered previously during development of
1020 and was determined to be not necessary. As it Is, the
tomado probabilities being considered are lower than
necessary to meet the performance goals. The Standard Is
besed on well-established methodologies. Methodology;or
design against~Lnts Is not wei established.

13. The use d existing h8Z8rd curves sIn1>IY because they exist Is
questionable. Some evaluation al to the adequacy d the existing curves
needs to be estabRshed. .

14. The use of the deterministic site spectra cannot be a choice by the user.
Deterministic spectra should always be considered 88 a88l1ity check on .
the final grouild inotlon eelected. . .

. .' . .
• II. . •

15.~.~"Id~~InCN*Y~Q .•.~E7-93ind~S2.3)
are not used to define mInImtm wind hazards, as the data base of extreme
wind, perticularfy tornadoes, Is not robust enough to 8ppIy on a site
epecific besis. Add'ItionaIIy, for PC.... and PC-3 facilities a rnininum tornado
assessment lhould be considered (e.g. Fujita 2·157 mph and Fujita 1
112 mph, respectively). It would also be pi'Udent to require the
exploration d other types of wind (e.g. "microbursts1 that could be
char8cterisllc of C8If8it sit..

flooding: No sIgnIIcanI concerns.

14. See comment 7.

15. ASC~-7.-~ II rer,nncect' . ~ ::...
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